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You can use scientifically-proven psychic abilities to create miracles in your life.

“

Inner Vegas brings intuition, logic, and heart
together for creating lasting abundance…Joe’s principles work. I have assisted in teaching his courses for
over ten years. As a result, I have witnessed countless
miracles of manifesting and healing that go beyond
logic and move into the realm of the magical. Inner
Vegas is uplifting, relevant and liberating.

“

—Patty Ray Avalon, Author of Inner States—Dawning of
Awareness, The Creative Way, and Positively Ageless

Inner Vegas is a guide to using scientifically-proven psychic
abilities to create miracles in your life. It is grounded in science,
experience, and astounding stories of success. Dr. Joe’s surprising
discoveries take place in university laboratories, mysterious meditation centers, and even casinos. He proves that these skills are
practical and teachable.
Over 100 million people go to casinos in the United States.
This book may help you win in Las Vegas, but it is about attracting
all manner of riches into your life. Many say they don’t gamble—
but if you are married, have children, or even cross the street in
traffic, you are indeed a high roller! Inner Vegas shows you to apply
the energy of the heart to create health and good fortune, and how
to tame the dragons that you may encounter along the way.
In a world where we may feel powerless and pressured, Inner
Vegas teaches us to be the master of our own happiness and success. Whether you are a new age seeker, a scientist, a business
person, or just trying to get by, you will be inspired by Inner Vegas
to create a world of abundance, while enhancing your health and
spiritual growth.
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Dr. Joe Gallenberger is a clinical psychologist with 30 years
of experience. His students often achieve dramatic physical and
psychological healing, influence over dice and slot machines,
and beautiful manifestations in their lives. A dynamic, heartdriven speaker, Dr. Gallenberger is in demand internationally on
topics such as psychokinesis, energy healing, and manifestation.
He is a senior trainer at the Monroe Institute and created its
highly successful MC² program. Gallenberger developed SyncCreation®: a Home Study Course in Manifestation. He is the
author of the book Brothers Forever and the CD’s Partners and
Manifesting with Hemi-Sync.
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